
 
Week 6 - Writing Task 

Write as many different questions as you can, starting with ‘What if…?’ 
Choose one of them and write about it. 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Some examples if you get stuck: 
What if you could be invisible for a day? What would you do? 
What if you could be any animal in the world. What would you be, and why? 
What if you never had to sleep? What would you do with the extra hours? 
What if you wrote a book for children? What would it be about? 
What if you could travel anywhere in the world? Where would you go, and why? 
What if you could ask an animal a question What would you ask, and why? 
What if you could have nay dream you like each night? What would your dream 
be about? 
What if you could invent something to save the world? What do you think it 
would be? 
What if you could grow up to be famous, what would you want to be 
famous for? 
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Find the mistakes and Extend a sentence 
 
Uncorrected Text:    
 
 

Monkeys in Space   
 
  
Two monkies became the first living cretures to survive a space flite 
in May of 1959. The monkey’s names were Able and Baker. They were 
shot in to space inside the nose of a rockit. Scientists needed to 
know if it wood be safe for humans to go to space; they sent the 
monkeys to see how they would do. They monkeys prooved that 
human’s could survive a space flight. 

 
Extended sentences 
How can you improve this basic sentence? 
       
           The monkey screeched.   
 

a) How did the monkey screech? 
b) Where did the monkey screech? 
c) When did the monkey screech? 
d) Why did the monkey screech? 

 
Write your new complete sentence below. 
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Answer Key: 

Two monkeys became the first living creatures to survive a 
space flight in May of 1959. The monkeys' names were Able and 
Baker. They were shot into space inside the nose of a rocket. 
Scientists needed to know if it would be safe for humans to go to 
space; they sent the monkeys to see how they would 
do. The monkeys proved that humans could survive a space flight. 

 

 


